School Uniform

Detail of APSACS approved Uniform are uploaded on website for standardization and uniformity:-

a. **Class P.G.**
   (1) No Uniform (smart and clean clothes, appropriate to age, class activities, weather).

b. **Class K.G - III**
   
The detail of regular prescribed uniform is as under:

   **Summer (Girls)**
   (1) Half sleeves A – line white shirt (dark green 1 inch band on pocket and half sleeves, APSACS on pocket), dark green sash (Optional)
   (2) White tights / shalwar
   (3) White socks and black shoes
   (4) Black or white hair accessories

   **Summer (Boys)**
   (1) Half sleeves white shirt with grey shorts / trousers
   (2) Black socks and black shoes
   (3) Black belt with APSACS insignia
   (4) Dark green baseball cap with APSACS insignia (Optional)

   **Winter (Girls)**
   (1) Full sleeves A – line white shirt (dark green 1 inch band on pocket and cuff of sleeves, APSACS on pocket), dark green sash (Optional)
   (2) White legging / tights / shalwar
   (3) Dark green sweater with yellow stripes
   (4) Dark green blazer (with insignia)
   (5) White socks and black shoes
   (6) Black or white hair accessories

   **Winter (Boys)**
   (1) Full sleeves white shirt with grey trousers
   (2) APSACS striped necktie
   (3) Dark green sweater with yellow stripes
   (4) Dark green blazer (with insignia)
   (5) Black socks and black shoes
   (6) Black belt with APSACS insignia
   (7) Dark green baseball cap with APSACS insignia (Optional)
c. **Class IV to V:**

**Summer (Girls)**

(1) Half sleeves A – line white shirt (dark green 1 inch band on pocket and half sleeves, piping on slits, APSACS on pocket)

(2) White shalwar

(3) Dark green sash

(4) White socks and black shoes

(5) Black or white hair accessories.

**Summer (Boys)**

(1) Half sleeves shirt with grey shorts / trousers

(2) Black socks and black shoes

(3) Black belt with APSACS insignia

(4) Dark green baseball cap with APSACS insignia (Optional)

**Winter (Girls)**

(1) Full sleeves A – line white shirt (dark green 1 inch band on pocket and cuff of sleeves, piping on slits, APSACS on pocket)

(2) White shalwar

(3) Dark green sash

(4) Dark green sweater with yellow stripes

(5) Dark green blazer (with insignia)

(6) White socks and black shoes

(7) Black or white hair accessories

**Winter (Boys)**

(1) Full sleeves shirt with grey trousers

(2) APSACS striped necktie

(3) Dark green sweater with yellow stripes

(4) Dark green blazer (with insignia)

(5) Black socks and black shoes

(6) Black belt with APSACS insignia

(7) Dark green baseball cap with APSACS insignia (Optional)

d. **Class VI to X:**

**Summer (Girls)**

(1) Full sleeves A – line white shirt (dark green 1 inch band on pocket and cuff of sleeves, piping on slits, APSACS on pocket)

(2) White shalwar
(3) White dupatta with green edging
(4) White socks and black shoes
(5) Black or white hair accessories

**Summer (Boys)**
(1) Half / full sleeve white shirt with grey trousers
(2) Black socks and black shoes
(3) Black belt with APSACS insignia
(4) Dark green baseball cap with APSACS insignia (Optional)

**Winter (Girls)**
(1) Full sleeves A – line white shirt (dark green 1 inch band on pocket and cuff of sleeves, piping on slits, APSACS on pocket)
(2) White shalwar
(3) White dupatta with green edging
(4) Dark green sweater with yellow stripes
(5) Dark green blazer (with insignia)
(6) White socks and black shoes
(7) Black and white hair accessories

**Winter (Boys)**
(1) Full sleeve white shirt with grey trousers
(2) APSACS striped necktie
(3) Dark green sweater with yellow stripes
(4) Dark green blazer (with insignia)
(5) Black socks and black shoes
(6) Black belt with APSACS insignia
(7) Dark green baseball cap with APSACS insignia (Optional)

e. **Class XI to XII:**

**Summer (Girls)**
(1) Full sleeves white shirt (edging in green and white stripes on slits, 1 inch band on pocket and cuff of sleeves, APSACS on pocket)
(2) White shalwar
(3) White dupatta with striped green and white edging
(4) White socks and black shoes
(5) Black or white hair accessories
(6) Dark green beret with APSACS insignia (optional)
Summer (Boys)
(1) Half / full sleeve green and white striped shirt with grey trousers
(2) Black socks and black shoes
(3) Black belt with APSACS insignia
(4) Dark green beret with APSACS insignia (Optional)

Winter (Girls)
(1) Full sleeves white shirt (edging done in green and white stripes on slits, 1 inch band on pocket and cuff of sleeves, APSACS on pocket)
(2) White shalwar
(3) White dupatta with striped green and white edging
(4) Dark green sweater with yellow stripes
(5) Dark green blazer (with insignia)
(6) White socks and black shoes.
(7) Black & white hair accessories
(8) Dark green beret with APSACS insignia (Optional)

Winter (Boys)
(1) Full sleeve green and white striped shirt with grey trousers
(2) Dark green necktie (with insignia)
(3) Dark green sweater with yellow stripes
(4) Dark green blazer (with insignia)
(5) Black socks and black shoes
(6) Black belt with APSACS insignia
(7) Dark green beret with APSACS insignia (optional)